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The Usefulness and Uselessness of Forensics
A Speaker & Gavel Special Issue
Stephen M. Croucher
The original call for this special issue was for scholars to submit papers exploring the usefulness and or the uselessness of forensics. There has been considerable discussion (for many years) at the NCA (National Communication
Association), at other regional conferences, at tournaments, among coaches and
students, and among administrators about the utility of forensics as an activity.
Therefore, the purpose of this issue was to explore the debate. When the review
process was complete, two papers emerged as the overwhelming favorites
among the reviewers. Other scholars were chosen to write responses to each of
these two chosen papers. In total, this special issue has four papers, two original
papers, and two responses.
The first paper in this special issue is, “By Any Other Name: On the Merits
of Moving Beyond Forensics” by James Kimble. In his analysis, Kimble (2012)
argues the activity of forensics needs to go through a renaming process. He describes how medical sciences has overtaken the name forensics. Kimble provides an in-depth discussion of medical science media and its effects on forensics, which he believes leads to confusion for many students, academics, administrators, and can lead to economic and structural problems. In the piece, he offers suggestions for new names for the activity that he feels may best represent
the activity; though he does admit none of the names are perfect. This piece is
appropriate for this special issue because it highlights (in Kimble’s opinion) the
uselessness of forensics itself as a term to describe this activity.
In response to Kimble’s piece, Outzen and Cronn-Mills (2012) wrote,
“What’s in a Name? Defending Forensics: A Response to Kimble’s ‘By Any
Other Name.’” The authors contend forensics has not lost the battle for its name
because in their opinion a battle does not exist. Outzen and Cronn-Mills believe
changing the name from forensics is not needed because it best represents the
activity. They provide a description of how changing the name of forensics will
lead to further confusion over what the activity best represents. Therefore, the
authors contend the term forensics still is a useful term to best represent the
broader speech and debate activity.
The third piece in this special issue is by Jessica Furgerson, “I Need Help
Finding It: Understanding the Benefits of Research Skill Acquisition in Competitive Forensics.” Furgerson (2012) describes how research skills (something
promoted highly in forensics) has been underexplored in forensics research. In
her analysis, she discusses how little is known about the actual research skills
individuals learn through forensics competition/training. She concludes that
through forensics competition/training, individuals develop a higher level of
research skills and a higher level of critical thinking. It is through this analysis
that Furgerson (2012) is able to show another useful aspect of forensics, research skill acquisition.
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The final piece is an elaboration on Furgerson’s (2012) piece. Diers’ (2012)
piece, “Help? Not If You Don’t Know What to Look for: Applying Social Cognitive Theory to Program Evaluation in Competitive Forensics” explains how
scholars should do more than just look at skill/research acquisition as a benefit
of the forensics. Diers (2012) explains how forensics researchers and coaches
should do more to incorporate theory into decision making, team building, goalsetting, and program evaluation. She specifically suggests the use of Bloom’s
taxonomy of educational objectives and Bandura’s social cognitive theory as
options for theories to incorporate into forensics decision-making and management. Ultimately, Diers’ suggestion for greater theoretical incorporation suggests a way to make forensics more useful, as one critique of forensics is that its
research is atheoretical (Croucher, 2006, 2011).
Collectively, these pieces represent four different opinions on the usefulness
or useless of forensics. I thank each of the writers for their contributions to this
issue. I continue to thank the reviewers and the rest of the editorial staff for the
continued support.
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By Any Other Name
On the Merits of Moving Beyond Forensics
James J. Kimble
Abstract
This essay argues that the interscholastic speaking and debating activity that
calls itself forensics has effectively lost the battle for its own name. As students
of and experts in rhetoric and performance, members of the forensics community should be the first to recognize the importance of an undisputed name. Yet the
community continues to call itself by a name that medical science has overtaken.
The resulting confusion does the community no favors and weakens the activity
within the academy. The essay concludes that it might be time for a new name
that the activity can claim for its own.
Keywords: Forensics, debate, forensic science, speech
Introduction
Most literary experts who have studied Willa Cather’s writings agree her
prose was typically “matchless in its clarity, beauty, and simplicity” (Middleton,
1990, p. 22). So when the author described her recollections of William Jennings Bryan in a turn-of-the-century profile (Cather, 1900/1949), it was unlikely
her words caused any unwarranted confusion among readers. Indeed, when she
wrote, “his dining room was a forum,” she hastened to explain her meaning instantly: “I do not mean that he talked incessantly, but that when he did talk it
was in a manner forensic” (p. 332). For the sure-footed Cather, the adjective
forensic was clearly not a source of ambiguity but a rather a means of clarification. Readers surely understood her to mean that Bryan spoke with his guests in
a rational, argumentative fashion about the affairs of the day.
Over 100 years later, the New York Times, itself a source of respected prose,
offered praise for Kathy Reichs’s novel 206 Bones. “The forensic procedures
take center stage,” noted the review, “in this cleverly plotted and maintained
series” (Stasio, 2009, “206 Bones,” para. 1). As in Cather’s profile, the Times’s
use of the term forensic probably caused little or no confusion among readers of
the review. They were well aware, as is most everybody nowadays, that the
word typically has little or nothing to do with language, but rather almost always
refers to any of several branches of legal science.
What a difference a century can make to a culture’s word choices. Few
readers in Cather’s day could have conceived of the forensic science of the 21st
century and its attendant cult of fandom. In contrast, few readers in 2012 are
able to grasp the notion that forensic could ever have had as a default meaning
such activities as argumentation, presentations, or competitive discourse—as
opposed to crime scenes, autopsy tables, and CSI. In both 1900 and 2009, the
meaning of the adjective forensic was abundantly clear, meaning that writers of
the day could use it without much fear of confusing readers. In between these
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two points in time, however, the default meaning of the word had changed dramatically.
The transformation of the adjective forensic in the last several generations
has had important implications for the noun forensics, particularly for the activity that continues to go by that name. Readers of this essay surely know the activity involves a number of speaking events, such as declamation, dramatic interpretation, parliamentary or policy debate, and extemporaneous speaking. Those
involved in the activity also know that most (although not all) of these events
take place on a competitive basis, and involve active coaching, team dynamics,
interscholastic or intercollegiate travel, and a host of academic and personal
benefits.
Unfortunately, fewer and fewer people outside of what Billings called the
forensics “bubble” (2001, p. 16) share these same understandings. From the giggling frosh who asks if the tournament this week will involve a dissecting competition, to the tenure committee member who cannot comprehend that the Director of Forensics has no understanding of crime scene pedagogy, to the publisher who once sent me a textbook on forensic psychology, it is increasingly
clear the term forensic is no longer contested terrain. Indeed, by this point, I
believe speech and debate enthusiasts have essentially lost the battle for their
activity’s own name.
The aim of this special issue of Speaker & Gavel is to assess whether or not
forensics is useful or useless. In this essay, I take up what appears to be an even
more fundamental issue: has the name of the activity—forensics—become useless? I submit that the name has indeed become not only useless, but represents
a nostalgic hearkening back to a time when the primary meaning of Quincy (at
least for Americans) was the name for a town in Illinois, not that of a popular
television show featuring a charismatic medical examiner. Since that time,
though, the de facto possession of forensics has changed hands, leaving those
involved in competitive speaking with a name that, for the vast majority of the
public, no longer means what it once did.
I should emphasize that I have come to this viewpoint after multiple years
of involvement with (and retirement from) an activity I value tremendously. In a
competitive career spanning my high school and undergraduate years I participated in both policy and Lincoln-Douglas debate formats even as I competed in
most of the available individual events. As a coach, assistant director and director, I went on to work with both debaters and individual events competitors on a
number of teams. It was not, however, until the late 1990s that I began to suspect that the titular name for this group of activities was under siege.
Now that I am retired from involvement in coaching or directing, it has become even more evident to me that the words forensic and forensics are no
longer a useful way to designate competitive speaking activities. Moreover, I am
convinced that it would be ill-advised for the community to fail to address the
issue of its own tattered moniker. If one agrees with Kenneth Burke about the
paramount importance of names (e.g., 1984, p. 4), then it is necessary to confront the issue directly. As a means of beginning the confrontation, this essay
forwards three claims: 1) forensic, which never fit speech and debate activities
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well to begin with, has now definitively migrated to the various fields of legal
medicine; 2) this migration fosters misunderstandings about the speech and debate community that have potentially significant consequences; and 3) the community does have a few remedial options—including the difficult notion of
moving beyond the name that that the activity has effectively lost.
The Forensic Migration
Initially, it is important to consider the migratory trajectory of the adjective
forensic over the last several generations. The best place to start is probably with
Aristotle, whose influential use of the word featured prominently in his Rhetoric. Therein the philosopher argued that there are only three identifiable species
of the rhetorical art. The forensic variety, he stipulated, involves a law case, a
judge or jury, features attacks and defenses, engenders discussions of past events
(such as a crime that has or has not been committed), and seeks justice (1358b,
trans. 1954). It seems clear from even a quick review of his discussion that by
forensic rhetoric he was referring to discourse that takes place in the courts or a
similar legal system.
But to accept Aristotle’s definition is to accept a difficult conclusion: even
from its emergence in the late 19th century, the activity that speech and debate
folks would gradually come to call forensics was a poor candidate for the name.
It is possible to argue some of the earliest intercollegiate debate contests exhibited some of Aristotle’s forensic elements, such as the requirement for a judge as
well as the use of strategic attacks and defenses on the other side’s arguments.
For the most part, however, intercollegiate and interscholastic speech activities
immediately embraced a tradition that bore only a casual similarity to the classical understanding of forensic discourse. Less than ten years after the Civil War,
for example, T. Edward Egbert’s winning speech at the first Interstate Oratory
contest offered a stirring encomium to the power of oratory itself—a message
that most resembled Aristotle’s epideictic variety of rhetoric (1874/1891). Not
much later, the first intercollegiate debates seem to have focused on what Aristotle would likely have recognized as deliberative resolutions, such as whether
or not railroad rates should be fixed, or progressive inheritance taxes levied
(Trueblood, 1907, p. 388; see also Ringwalt, 1897).
As the title of Trueblood’s 1907 article indicated, the adjective forensic was
indeed being used by the turn of the century to describe both debate and oratory
contests, as well as the developing college and secondary curriculum courses
that supported them (see also Weaver, 1916). Ironically, however, as the activity
evolved it continued to separate itself from the classical conception of forensic
discourse. While the name forensics has remained, forensicators have gradually
added to the original policy debates and oratorical contests such events as values-based debate, student congress, several genres of public speaking, and various forms of literature interpretation and performance. Little reflection is required to conclude that many of these additional events bear little or no resemblance to Aristotle’s understanding of the forensic species of rhetoric. In short,
forensics did not start out as very forensic—and it has gradually become even
more distant from the classical basis of its own name.
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Even as speech and debate activities have evolved away from the root of
their titular name, however, the exploding sub-fields of the forensic sciences
have embraced it. To be sure, the use of the adjective forensic to modify science,
medicine, or related areas is not a recent innovation. In fact, in the European
tradition the term forensic medicine was being used as early as 1650, though the
meaning of the phrase was still more medical than legal at the time (Watson,
2011, p. 2). Still, the emergence of forensic science as a coherent set of formalized disciplines is much more recent, having taken place over the last fifty years
or so (Daéid, 2010, p. 1). In that time, myriad areas of forensic investigation
have emerged, including computer forensics, forensic entomology, forensic accounting, forensic serology, and forensic psychology. Most ominously for anyone in the speech and debate community who is interested in keeping their traditional name intact, there are even experts in forensic stylistics and forensic linguistics, which involve “the scientific study of language as applied to forensic
purposes and contexts” (McMenamin, 2002, p. 67). 1
The phenomenon of forensic science as an ubiquitous aspect of popular culture is an even more recent development. Despite older precedents such as the
occasional scene from the mysteries of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Agatha
Christie, it was not until the appearance of the television show Quincy, M.E. in
the late 1970s that the idea of forensic medicine truly captured public attention.
The show’s unexpected popularity soon inspired a new generation of forensic
dramas (Jentzen, 2009, p. 184). These days, it is difficult to avoid various versions of forensic science on television (e.g., Bones, Cold Case, Crossing Jordan,
CSI and its spinoffs, NCIS, Without a Trace,) motion pictures (e.g., 88 Minutes,
Conviction, Murder by Numbers, Pathology), and blockbuster novels (e.g.,
works by Patricia Cornwell, Iris Johansen, Alane Ferguson, and the aforementioned Kathy Reichs). As Foltyn (2008) pointed out, “the grisly cadaver of scientific and forensic investigation” is now “propagating like locusts across media
land” (p. 154).
Is it any wonder, then, that the default meaning of forensic has gradually
migrated away from the speech and debate community? After all, the activity
“usually resides in the shadows of football, basketball, and even field hockey”
(Moscowitz, 2005, p. 61)—and that is just within the boundaries of the school or
campus itself. When it comes to the much larger arena of the popular imagination, it is difficult if not impossible to compete against forensic science’s massively entertaining dramas and the way they have inundated the entire culture.
For better or worse, it is clear the term forensic now has a different primary
meaning than it did even 50 years ago.
Misunderstandings and Consequences
Losing default control over one’s own name is bad enough, but speech and
debate enthusiasts are increasingly finding the migration of forensic has led to
both misunderstandings and their attendant consequences. A useful way to conceptualize the misunderstandings is to adopt an intercultural perspective, which
suggests that debaters, individual events speakers, and their coaches belong to a
culture that is like no other. To be more precise, they are members of a co-
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culture, or even a set of co-cultures (Orbe, 1998). As with all cultural units, the
grouping possesses its own identifiable communication style, language choices,
behaviors, and much more. Over time, it has even developed what Aden called
an “aura of mystery and specialization” (1991, p. 100). These qualities allow for
identification within the group even as they serve to separate the co-culture from
other co-cultures and from the larger societal culture. The result is that an invisible, but formidable barrier exists between forensicators and non-forensicators.
Anyone wanting to join the grouping must learn its specialized language and
behaviors before they can become a functioning part of the community.
Because the grouping of debaters, speakers, and their coaches forms a relatively discrete community, it makes sense that it has continued to embrace its
traditional label. From an internal perspective, one could argue that the nature of
that label is relatively inconsequential. After all, from within the “closed nature
of the forensics community” (Aden, 1991, p. 101), everyone understands what
the activity’s name is and what it is supposed to represent. Historically, there are
prominent examples of cultural groupings that have adopted names meant more
for internal understanding than for external use. Members of the Arapaho tribe,
for example, call themselves hinono’ei, which translates as “our people” (Anderson, 2001, p. 243), while the secretive Sicilian and Italian-American mafia
continue to use the name Cosa Nostra, meaning “our thing” (Dickie, 2004, p.
17). Neither name suggests that its culture had to be overly concerned about
external impressions when it was adopted.
But the forensic community is not relatively isolated, nor is it an ultra-secret
society. Rather, it is a co-cultural grouping whose continued existence largely
depends on the favor of individuals in the “dominant cultural sphere” (RamírezSánchez, 2008, p. 89). Regrettably, most people external to the activity do not
understand its nature at all. Jensen and Jensen observed that “it is not uncommon
for those outside of the forensic arena to be unfamiliar with the nature of the
forensic and debate culture.” Furthermore, they added, “misconceptions about
what constitutes forensic education and competition, such as associations with
forensic medicine, and all events being generalized as debating issues in face-toface settings are commonplace” (2006, p. 21). To the extent that the activity
might rely on overcoming such misunderstandings for its health or even its survival, the community continuously finds itself on unstable ground.
The activity’s name is perhaps the central issue in these misunderstandings.
For those outside of the activity, it is normal nowadays to think that forensic
matters involve courts and crime scene investigations and dead bodies. Any such
person coming across a forensic team in an interscholastic setting is bound to be
bewildered. It is no wonder that teams are constantly explaining themselves,
such as when the Bethel College Forensics web page advises visitors that “if
you’re looking for information about the field of forensic science and criminology, you’re not in the right place!” (What is Bethel Forensics?, 2011). Similarly,
an on-line letter to prospective recruits (and their parents) from the Tampa Plant
Forensics Club & Team begins this way: “Considering the Plant High School
Forensics Team? No, we are NOT an anatomy science crime club! We are a
debate and public speaking/performance club” (PHS forensics, n.d.). Given the
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popular perceptions of what forensics is, these teams are wise to offer a preemptive caveat when communicating with people outside of the co-culture.2
Does this confusion truly matter, or is it just an annoying inconvenience?
Arguably, the forensic activity’s compromised name has consequences on three
fronts. First, with some exceptions, speech and debate programs rely on administrative hierarchies for space, budgets, staffing, transportation, and (occasionally) promotion or tenure opportunities for coaches. At times, administrators making such decisions are (or were) themselves part of the forensic activity, and so
it is probably safe to assume that they understand what forensics is. But it is
likely more often the case that administrators do not understand the activity, and
even those who do cannot remain in their supervisory position forever. Sooner
or later, programs are thus bound to face administrators who are confused by the
term forensics in their budget reports. Coaches seeking promotion or tenure can
easily face a similarly daunting situation. Regrettably, in an era of tight budgets
and cost-cutting (M. Bartanen, 2006), programs and positions that are confusing
to administrators can find themselves in jeopardy. As Audrey Cunningham
pointed out, “our community has seen many programs eliminated when a new
dean or department chairperson with a lack of knowledge about forensics wants
to cut budgets” (2005, p. 15). For their part, Holm and Miller (2004) concluded
,“it is important to the survival of individual programs and the health of the activity at large that we take steps to insure that administrators understand the valuable services provided by a forensics program.” “Self promotion,” they added,
is “a basic survival skill” (p. 24). Unfortunately, a compromised name within an
impersonal bureaucratic structure makes the process of self-promotion much
harder to do—and ultimately puts programs at risk.
A second consequence involves the recruitment of new generations of competitors. Attracting recruits is, of course, a requirement for any team that wants
to maintain its existence over a period of years. But just as today’s target age
group—generally ranging from 14 to 19—cannot remember a time when there
was no internet, neither can any but the very oldest remember a time when
popular culture was not awash in every conceivable form of forensic science.
For most of them, then, forensics has never had anything to do with debate or
speaking. To hear that a forensics team is recruiting at school must be shocking
indeed. “Many of us,” noted Moscowitz, “have fielded various renditions of this
question, such as ‘Do you investigate dead people?,’ ‘Do you practice lab science?,’ and ‘Is that like on C.S.I.?’” (2005, p. 61). Moscowitz was right to suggest that these questions can on occasion represent a good recruitment opportunity, but one wonders how many students—many of them with a great need
for forensic skills, or with amazing competitive potential—are turned away by
the name itself and thus never think to ask. While it is true, as Moscowitz concluded, the community should strive to let people “know that enhancing communication is what you and your program are all about, not seeing dead people”
(p. 64), doing so is largely impossible for potential recruits who never get beyond the off-putting label and the images it engenders.
The confusion inherent in the name forensics also produces a third consequence, which is essentially a combination of the first two. To wit, if it is the
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goal of the activity either to expand or just to avoid long-term atrophy in the
number of schools fielding teams (whether regionally or nationally), then there
is an ongoing need to foster and nurture new programs. 3 But such an endeavor
requires convincing both administrators and students at new schools of the innate value of the activity—a task made that much more difficult at schools that
have never heard of this activity with the seemingly bizarre name. On college
campuses, the challenge can be compounded by academic turf battles. For example, when a forensic science program already exists in a given curriculum,
gaining permission to use the word forensic for a new speech and/or debate team
will typically be an uphill battle. Once again, the co-culture’s continued use of a
name whose default meaning has migrated elsewhere has introduced not only
common misunderstandings, but consequences that potentially threaten the wellbeing of the activity.
Considering Remedial Options
Given the problematic state of the activity’s name, a few suggestions are in
order. However, I should preface my suggestions with a caveat: as I am no longer involved with forensic activities on a day-to-day basis, my stake in the future
of the activity is not what it once was. It is, rather, up to those who have directly
personal or professional stakes in forensics who should judge whether or not my
concerns are worth further consideration and, if so, what responsive measures
are appropriate. In any case, I am confident that there are many more possible
ways forward than have occurred to me thus far.
That being said, it seems to me that any potential responses to the activity’s
name-crisis fall into four categories. The first is the most conservative, as it involves simply waiting to see what happens. In this view, it is possible to argue
that the popularity of forensic science is only a fad that is bound to fade sooner
or later. If that turns out to be the case, once the national culture is no longer
awash in the movies, novels, and television shows that presently venerate the
status of medical examiners and crime scene investigators, the name forensic
will again be available. Such an approach has the obvious advantages of being
simple and free. Yet it is also based in hopeful speculation about the future,
meaning that it is impossible to assess whether or not it would be successful.
A second potential response, to borrow one of my high school debate
coach’s favorite strategies, constitutes a minor repair, one that some teams already use. Specifically, since debate and individual events tournaments have
gradually diverged in many variants of the activity, it is increasingly common to
see teams specializing in one or the other. This trend in some respects eliminates
or greatly reduces the need for the higher-level term forensics. Indeed, there are
already teams that call themselves “debate teams,” “speech teams,” or “individual events” teams, opting to avoid the use of forensic or forensics altogether.
Ball State University’s team, for example, uses its website to describe the “Individual Events Program,” which is “best known as the speech team.” The word
forensics does not appear on the page (Individual Events, 2012).4 Such a relatively subtle shift in the community’s language, if adopted widely, could avoid
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many of the problems I have outlined above, even as it adroitly sidesteps the
growing juggernaut that is forensic science.
A third category of response would involve more forceful measures. If the
name forensics is important to the speech and debate community for reasons of
tradition or preference, perhaps it is time to try to seize a portion of it back in
some way. An aggressive public relations campaign, for instance, could be instrumental in helping to re-establish the activity’s presence and its name in the
public arena. Given the talents and gifts of so many who are members of the coculture, it might be possible to produce a creative and compelling campaign that
might have a chance at gaining attention. Unfortunately, such an effort would
require not only coordination across several aspects of the community, but also
significant funding; PR campaigns are not inexpensive to sponsor.
A final potential response—and likely the most controversial of the four—
envisions the activity eschewing forensics altogether and adopting a new name.
If, as I have suggested, the activity’s moniker is no longer all that accurate, one
could argue that such a change has been in order for some time. The experience
of the Speech Communication Association’s transformation into the National
Communication Association is instructive in this respect. The change was not
without controversy, and even angst. There were traditionalists who felt that the
existing name was not only sufficient, but a better descriptor of the community’s
historical interests and activities. Others disagreed passionately, believing that
the word speech no longer described most of the organization’s varied research
agendas, and also that it linked the association with an outdated frame of mind,
making public relations that much more challenging. The latter group won the
vote and the change was begun in 1997—and, to all appearances, the organization has moved forward better than it was before (Gaudino, 1997).
For forensics to move beyond forensics would require a similar discussion.
Not only would the community need to agree that change is necessary, but also
to agree on what the change should be. Personally, I believe that some variation
on rhetoric would be fitting, based in classical ideals, and uncluttered by other
communities (although, admittedly, the word rhetoric suffers from a negative
ethos for some; see Bryant, 1953, pp. 402-403). Other alternatives might include
variations on argumentation (following the spirit of the 1974 Sedalia conference; see Faules, Rieke, & Rhodes, 1978, p. 23), oratory, sophistics, platform,
or—to stay close to the original name—forum.
Each of these possibilities, and the many more that have not come to mind,
have advantages and disadvantages. None of them, unfortunately, present a perfect choice. Yet as the experience with NCA suggests, even the most extreme
option of adopting a new name for the co-culture is feasible. In this case, given
the misunderstandings the activity’s current name can easily create when communicating to important external audiences, it might well be a change whose
time has come.
Change in traditional cultures is always difficult—and forensics has a powerful affinity for tradition. But tradition (and its sibling, nostalgia) are poor coping mechanisms in a changing world. The word forensic has transformed its
default meaning dramatically since Willa Cather used it so confidently over a
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century ago. For the speech and debate co-culture to continue to use it as if nothing has changed since that time suggests that the activity is either not paying
attention to the world outside its bubble or that it is unconcerned with its public
image. For this reason, my goal herein has been to call attention to a problem
that I fear is much less visible from inside the activity. Everyone in the community can agree, I think, that although forensics programs are “an innovation of
the turn of the twentieth century,” they remain an excellent fit for educational
models in the present century (K. M. Bartanen, 1998, p. 1). That attribute, thankfully, has not changed—even if the meaning of the activity’s own name has.
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Endnotes
Note that McMenamin (2002) does not feel that it is necessary in his book to
define forensic, since it is apparently the norm to assume it refers to a legal
context.
The National Forensic Association itself includes this line on its main web
page: “If you’re looking for information about forensic science, you won’t
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find it here—instead, we encourage you to search other sites by using terms
such as ‘forensic science not speech’” (National Forensic Association, 2012).
In fact, the National Forensic League’s official vision is that “every child in
the United States will be empowered to become an effective communicator,
ethical individual, critical thinker, and leader in a democratic society,” a goal
that it hopes to achieve by growing the activity in new schools
(About/History, 2007).
For an example of a high school web page that uses a similar strategy (only
mentioning forensic when referring to the National Forensic League), see
About us/history (n.d.).
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What’s in a Name? Defending Forensics
A Response to Kimble’s “By Any Other Name”
Christopher P. Outzen
Daniel Cronn-Mills
Abstract
Our essay is a response to Kimble’s “By Any Other Name: On the Merits of
Moving Beyond Forensics.” We argue forensics has not lost the battle for its
name, since the battle does not necessarily exist. We contend changing the name
is unnecessary since forensics is the most accurate label one may apply to interscholastic speaking and debating. Furthermore, changing the name would have
considerable negative repercussions. Instead, the forensic community needs to
return to its roots as educators and activists to enhance public understanding of
the term to include forensic speaking and debate. We conclude the name forensics is by no means a perfect name, yet one worth defending.
Keywords: Forensics, speech, debate, naming, identification
Introduction
On October 20, 2012, undergraduate students from across the Midwest
gathered at Minnesota State University, Mankato (MNSU) to engage in a type of
competition they train for year round. Directors and coaches join them to watch
and assess the students. Friends and alumni of the MNSU program returned to
be a part of the event. The Larry Schnoor Invitational, hosted annually at
MNSU, is a time of competition and community and the individuals were
brought together by one activity: forensics.
For decades, forensics has been a favorite activity of many undergraduate
students interested in performance, public speaking, interpretation and communication. However, the activity goes beyond an opportunity for competition and
performance. As Hinck (2003) noted, forensics is a unique blend of competitive
goals and educational opportunities, and are the driving force behind its continuation. Unfortunately, recognition of the activity has been on the decline. One
possible reason is the term forensics has been appropriated for alternative meanings within popular culture.
Kimble, a former director of forensics at George Mason University, provided an interesting suggestion: why not rename the activity? Kimble (2012) asserted the name has essentially become useless and no longer has a unique
meaning to the activity. He maintained “the de facto possession of forensics has
changed hands, leaving those involved in competitive speaking with a name
that, for the vast majority of the public, no longer means what it once did”
(Kimble, 2012, p. 71). Therefore, because of the misunderstandings and misrepresentation the name gives the activity, Kimble proposed moving beyond the
name forensics.
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Kimble’s (2012) suggestion is an intriguing one. Anyone involved in the activity is aware how the term can be misleading to those outside of the intercollegiate forensic community. Jokes about television shows like CSI: Miami and emails begging for help to solve a murder case are met with exasperated sighs.
The situations are not worn out but rather forensics educators have all faced this
frustration before. Even when our conversation partners have some understanding of forensics as an activity, they often equate it as just being debate. The misrepresentation negates the numerous debate styles and the individual events
which give our field its variety and dynamism. However, the suggestion to move
away from the word forensics is an unnecessary task and an overwhelming task
that, even if possible, would do more to harm the activity.
Therefore, we propose three major counterarguments. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, we continue to use forensics in reference to the activity. First,
we identify a disconnect between external and internal audiences. Second, we
argue the name is ingrained in our activity’s cultural dynamic. Third, we propose stronger courses of action than changing the name.
Forensics: Why Justify Against CSI?
One of the primary reasons Kimble (2012) proposed a name change for forensics was the appropriation by popular culture and its use by other disciplines.
Kimble explained the process began with the emergence of formalized forensic
sciences in the medical and legal fields. The term then worked its way into genres of popular culture, such as mystery novels and television crime genres. The
term eventually achieved a new connotation pertaining only to modes of scientific investigation. Kimble believed the appropriation of forensics was causing
confusion and suggested the forensic activity change its name. However, the
suggestion does not take into consideration the intended audience, internal or
external. The trends of popular culture have little bearing on academia as a
whole and forensics, a co-curricular activity, is of a similar vein. Therefore, a
name change should not be motivated by external factors.
One of the important points to consider is how forensics is reflective of
communication theory development overall. Although Kimble (2012) explained
the activity was not an exact fit to Aristotle’s definition of forensics, the same
could be stated for any speech labeling itself using one of Aristotle’s rhetorical
forms. Smith (1979) noted that often forensic, deliberative, and epideictic addresses often overlap in a single speech, as each form of address can fulfill a
particular function to make a single address more effective. By this reasoning,
the categorical approach cannot be considered to be a truly defining characteristic of address. Essentially, the activity’s migration away from the Aristotelian
definition of forensics could be indicative of a similar shift in communication
studies as a whole.
Kimble (2012) argued large national organizations have changed their
names before. For example, he noted how the National Communication Association (NCA) was the Speech Communication Association (SCA) until 1997. The
association, however, lists five different names in its history (National Communication Association, n.d.):
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1. National Association of Academic Teachers of Public Speaking (19141922)
2. National Association of Teachers of Speech (1923-1945)
3. Speech Association of America (1946-1969)
4. Speech Communication Association (1970-1996)
5. National Communication Association (1997-present)
As Cohen (1994) pointed out in his history of the discipline, each progressive name change of the organization was compelled by internal dynamics supported by the expanding boundaries of our discipline. However, Kimble (2012)
suggested forensics change its name because of pop culture trends. The difference here is an internal versus external impetus. We argue a difference exists
between changing an organization’s name for theoretical development and
changing the name of an activity because of popular culture pressures. We do
not identify by Kimble any theoretical or disciplinary reason to change the name
of forensics.
The ultimate question in the discussion is why should a co-curricular activity with a strong educational and academic history bend to the whims of popular
culture? We identify a strong divide between popular culture and academics, and
forensics is no exception. Popular culture is decidedly whimsical and trends
easily change. Forensic sciences may fall out of popularity in crime dramas;
terminologies continually spiral through the pop culture vocabulary.
What’s in a Name? Forensics in the Cultural Dynamic
Forensics is far more than an ambiguous, floating term to loosely describe
the activity. Forensics has become the term by which the activity, and the resulting culture and infrastructure, has defined itself. To walk away from term would
require a redefinition of the culture in both name and structure. Essentially,
adopting a new name is not feasible for a number of reasons.
First, the term forensics has become an integral part of our terminology on
an individual and organizational level. The very terms we use to define ourselves as forensic educators—Director of Forensics (DOF) and Assistant Director of Forensics (ADOF)—would be removed. The action in turn could lead to a
lack of distinguishment for forensic educators. Directors of forensics, must be
“‘jack of all trades’ teachers’” (Bartanen, as cited in Williams & Gantt, 2005, p.
54). Without a title which associates with the activity, forensic educators may go
unrecognized for the hard work that they do.
The same holds true for forensics assistants and education programs directly
associated with forensics. For example, Minnesota State University, Mankato is
known for its educational excellence in forensics. The MFA-Forensics degree
has received the Most Innovative Program by the Masters Education Section of
the National Communication Association (“Communication studies graduate,”
2012). Without the term forensics, the program and its unique work become
indistinguishable by name.
The impact of a name change goes well beyond job titles and degrees. The
organizations which are responsible for forensics on state, national and international levels would require a name change. The National Forensics Association
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(NFA), the American Forensic Association (AFA), the International Forensic
Association and (IFA), the National Christian College Forensic Association
(NCCFA), the Minnesota Collegiate Forensic Association, the Texas Forensic
Association, the Nebraska Intercollegiate Forensic Association, are just a few of
the governing bodies of collegiate forensics requiring a name change. The same
is true at the high school level for the National Forensics League (NFL), the
Wisconsin High School Forensic Association, Indiana High School Forensic
Association, and the Wyoming High School Forensics Association, Wisconsin
Forensic Coaches’ Association, and dozens of other organizations. Finally, local
high school, college, and university programs would need to follow suit (e.g.,
Maverick Forensics, Logan Forensics, the Texas Forensic Union, Kishwaukee
College Forensics, Lewis & Clark Forensics).
The term forensics is for all these associations and teams a unifying word
and indicate a common endeavor. A name change would affect hundreds, if not
thousands, of organizations, thus running the risk of fracturing a relatively unified community with shared educational and competitive goals.
A name change could result in a split in the activity itself. Currently, forensics encompasses both speech and debate, as the activities focus on education
through competitive speaking, performance, and argument. The National Forensics Association is one such organization, blending individual events (speech)
with Lincoln-Douglas debate at the national tournament (National Forensics
Association, 2012). However, moving away from forensics could separate the
two activities. The separation would further complicate the organizational structure of the activity.
A name change for the current forensics system would alter the status of
people who identify with forensics. Forensics as an activity has generated decades’ worth of alumni, all of whom still associate with forensics. A web search
for “forensics” is how they find programs in their area to help coach and judge.
Forensics is how they link back to their alma mater and (hopefully) donate money to keep the program they love running. In fact, Kirch (2005) pointed out
alumni are an important source of support and needs to be continuously cultivated. A move away from forensics would constitute a change in the identity of the
activity, including the alumni. Changing the name would alienate powerful allies. Cunningham (2005) noted having supportive administrators can be a key to
program survival. Administrators already familiar with the activity as forensics
may not support a program they do not recognize.
Taking Back the Name: In Defense of Keeping Our Name
Changing the name has serious logistical drawbacks. Perhaps the best reason
to keep forensics is the alternative terms are no stronger. Kimble (2012) suggested a number of alternative terms, such as speech or debate. However, neither of these terms truly encompasses the breadth of work done by forensics
students, directors and coaches. The intensive research, the multiple written
drafts, and the hours of delivery practice go well beyond the simple act of speaking or debating. Individual events program is similarly ambiguous and really
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gives no indication as to what the activity is about (e.g., individual events can
apply equally well to gymnastics, and track and field).
Kimble (2012) suggested several other academic terms to label the activity
including rhetoric, argumentation, oratory, sophistics, platform, and forum.
However, none of the terms cover the nature of forensics as an activity. At the
most basic level, all of the names neglect the oral interpretation events which
encompass both performance education and rhetorical elements (Koeppel &
Morman, 1991). Kimble (2012) admitted some of the terms, such as rhetoric,
may have negative connotations. The end result is changing the contested term
forensics to another contested term is a moot point. The effort to combat the
negative ethos of the new term is similar to the effort needed to correct individuals who misunderstand forensics.
The negative consequences of alternative terms for our activity, in combination with other difficulties associated with moving away from forensics, suggests maintaining the name is the most reasonable course of action. However,
our position does not change Kimble’s (2012) correct assertion of the considerable misunderstanding associated with forensics. Therefore, maintaining forensics as our namesake requires action. Forensics requires education.
Education is a huge part of the forensic activity. Hinck (2003) explained
competition for competitors comes through competition. However, if forensics
is a co-curricular, educational activity, then all those who participate in forensics
have the potential to be educators. Similarly, we are all activists. We work with
speeches, literature, and topics of public controversies. Why then are we not
turning our educational, activist nature toward the defense of our activity? We
have to use our abilities and speak up to clarify what we do.
We offer several possible action steps. Ribarsky (2005) explained using
more lay judges at tournaments is educational for both the public and for forensic competitors. A reintroduction of the public allows lay individuals direct observation of the activity, clarifying the work we do. Cunningham (2005) suggested offering performances on campus and making the presence of the forensics team noted throughout the university. Public performances make the program well-known. We should take advantage of every moment of confusion as a
moment of clarification. Every time someone says “So do you get to work with
dead bodies?” we have an opening to explain forensics.
In fact, we can take this action a step further.
Rather than waiting for moments of confusion to
provide an opening for clarification, we need to
take action to initiate such moments of confusion
and to open the dialogue. All we have to do is be
creative, which is an inherent part of our activity.
For example, the Maverick Forensics team had
black jackets with Forensics printed across the
back. The jackets parodied those worn by crime
scene investigators on numerous television crime
dramas. The jackets invite comment and open
dialogue about forensics. Kimble (2012) posited a Figure 1: Maverick Forensics
Team Jacket
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public relations campaign for the forensic activity could bolster the activity’s
presence, but a national PR campaign would be expensive and complex. The
solution to a macro-level campaign is the micro-level discussion.
Conclusion
Kimble’s (2012) discussion on forensics is not without merit. His work
compels a discussion on the term and our activity. However, his suggestion the
activity select a new moniker misses the mark as the negative repercussions
outweighs the positive benefits. Forensics is still strongly identified with what
we do in our activity and is the most accurate term to identify our work.
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I Need Help Finding it
Understanding the Benefits of
Research Skill Acquisition in Competitive Forensics
Jessica L. Furgerson
Abstract
Research skill acquisition is an invaluable but under explored benefit of forensics participation. Although coaches, students, and administrators
acknowledge that participants gain research skills via forensics, little is known
about what these skills are and how they specifically benefit students. This paper
isolates three specific research dimensions students learn while participating in
competitive speech and debate: locating, examining, and applying source material. Connections are then drawn between these dimensions and the attainment
of high level learning resulting in the creation of educational outcomes related to
research skill acquisition via forensics. Understanding the process and importance of research skill acquisition is critical to address the need for forensics
educators to articulate ways in which forensics pedagogy and larger educational
goals are connected.
Keywords: Research skills, forensics, speech and debate, information literacy,
educational objectives
Introduction
As a former competitor in forensics my research abilities were honed via
countless debate assignments, the writing of multiple speeches, and daily extemp filing. It was not until I began teaching that I realized that although research came easily to me as a student, the same can often not be said for those
who were not exposed to the rigorous research process inherent within competitive forensics. Approximately 75 percent of undergraduates admit they are either
uncomfortable or somewhat uncomfortable with conducting library research
required to complete a course assignment (Kunkel, Weaver, & Cook, 1996). In
contrast, the majority of those who participate in forensics report feeling this
participation provided them with the advantage of research skills, with 74 percent of those surveyed reporting an improvement in their research skills after
competing in forensics (McMillian & Mancillas, 1991), highlighting the capacity of forensics as not just a competitive activity, but an instrumental one in
teaching students valuable research skills.
The correlation between participation in forensics and research skill acquisition is certainly not new as numerous scholars have highlighted this benefit (see
Greenstreet, 1993; Minch, 2006; Mitchell, 1998; Preston, 1992; Parcher, 1998).
Much of this scholarship focuses on the benefits of improving one’s research
skills including future academic and workplace success (see Lawhorn, 2008;
Louden, 2010; Presenton, 1992). Little discussion, however, has been given to
the types of research skills gained or how students develop these skills. Subse-
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quently, existing literature fails to demonstrate a connection between research
skill acquisition and the goals of competitive forensics on a larger scale.
Establishing these connections heeds the call of Kelly (2010) when he notes,
“Forensics programming at the collegiate level needs to be reconceptualized in
order to communicate the natural alignment between forensics pedagogy and
institutional expectations of programmatic value” (p. 130). Therefore, this piece
outlines the specific research dimensions students learn via participation in forensics, namely, location, examination, and application. Connections are then
made between these skills and the larger aims of forensics in an educational setting, thus addressing a critical weakness in the literature surrounding research
skill acquisition and forensics.
Research Skill Acquisition
At all levels, and in all areas of competitive forensics, research is an integral
step in becoming tournament ready. Whether it is compiling files for extemporaneous speaking, constructing a public address speech, assembling a debate
case, or even getting an oral interpretation piece ready for competition, research
is a prerequisite. The research skills developed in forensics are three fold: locating, examining, and applying.
Locating
The first, and most basic, research skill employed by students in forensics is
locating, or the act of finding and compiling information. In many instances,
locating resources goes beyond simply performing a simple Internet search, and
instead requires students to find both a large quantity (breadth) of resources and
a diversity (depth) of resources. Bearing in mind that each event will have a different research demand, the research skill set of locating is both variable and
adaptive in terms of rigor and time. Students engaged in limited preparation
events and debate will continuously engage in the process of locating resources,
whereas students preparing an oral interpretation selection may only partake in
locating resources at the onset of the preparation process.
The act of locating resources while preparing a speech, case, or performance
piece accomplishes two things: (a) encourages students to seek out information
in multiple forms and formats; and (b) provides forensics competitors hands on
experience with information technologies such as databases, electronic publications, and library systems. These basic skills contribute to an increase in a student’s information literacy. Humes (1999) of the National Institute on Postsecondary Education, Libraries, and Lifelong Learning explains:
being information literate requires knowing how to clearly define a subject
or area of investigation; select the appropriate terminology that expresses
the concept or subject under investigation; formulate a search strategy that
takes into consideration different sources of information and the variable
ways that information is organized. (p. 1)
Therefore, the initial act of locating resources contributes to research skill acquisition in forensics by tasking students to wrestle with information in ways that
improve their research abilities and information literacy.
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Examining
Second, forensics competitors gain the skill of examining, or critically evaluating sources based on numerous criteria including usefulness, timeliness, and
appropriateness. Although it is a good idea to a cast a broad net in the locating
phase of research, not all of the resources students find during this process
should be utilized in the final product. As such, students must engage in a process of examining the resources they have found based on the constraints of
their specific event, with the most leniency granted to those in the oral interpretation categories. Standards of acceptability within forensics necessitate that
students carefully examine their sources. For example, the National Forensics
Association (NFA) rules for the use of evidence in debate specify evidence
come from a published source that is available to the public and can be verified
by tournament staff, and further stipulate that speeches within the category of
informative be both factual and realistic (National Forensics Association, n.d.a
& National Forensics Association, n.d.c). Operating within the constraints established by the governing body requires that students actively, and critically,
examine their resources using criteria such as those put forth by the Style Manual for Communication Studies (Bourhis, Adams, & Titsworth, 2008), which include clarity, verifiability, competency, objectiveness, and relevance.
The act of examining resources builds student’s research skill set in two key
ways: (a) students learn to become critical consumers of information; and (b)
students become more knowledgeable about their topic. First, by examining
sources students begin asking questions about the author’s motivations, possible
limitations of the reference, and the overall effectiveness of the source; these
questions are essential to the ethical and knowledgeable use of information in so
far as students are grappling with the information rather than incorporating it
without question. In a broader context, “students who know how to use information resources and who recognize the essential characteristics and purposes of
published materials have a critical advantage when adding to their knowledge
base” (Quarton, 2003, p. 123). Thus, the secondary act of examining resources
contributes to research skill acquisition via forensics by encouraging students to
reflect on the sources they draw from in ways that promote ethical scholarship
and an increased awareness of a topic.
Applying
Finally, students competing in forensics learn the skill of applying, or incorporating, the resources they have gathered and evaluated into a final product.
Although differing based on event, students competing in forensics must learn
how to orally cite information in a way that adds rather than detracts from the
delivery of the speech and conforms to organizational standards and expectations. According to the NFA bylaws (n.d.b), contestants competing in either
Informative or Persuasion are expected to use and cite multiple sources throughout the speech and competitors in Lincoln-Douglas Debate are expected to provide the author’s name and qualifications, a full date, and a title of the source
when presenting evidence. Although not identical in all forensic organizations,
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the necessity to incorporate sources in a clear and ethical manner requires that
students master the skill of applying resources.
Applying builds the research skill set of students in forensics in two distinct
ways: (a) an improvement in speaker ethos and logos; and (b) an understanding
of ethical scholarship. Initially, by learning how to apply and incorporate resources appropriately, students improve the quality of their performance. Sprague and Stuart (2005) explain, “By giving credit for supporting materials, you
build your own credibility by showing the range of your research” (p. 198). The
incorporation of resources, when balanced with effective prose or narration, allows students to demonstrate their knowledge on the topic, increasing their ethos
and logos as a speaker and subsequently their chances for success. Additionally,
the expectation that all sources will be orally cited socializes the student into
ethical practices of scholarship and places greater emphasis on students to avoid
plagiarism and the misrepresentation of other’s work. Therefore, the act of applying resources contributes to research skill acquisition via forensics by providing students with guidelines for the implementation of resources in ways that
further promote ethical scholarship and attention to one’s ethos and logos as a
speaker.
No matter what forensics events a student participates in, research skill acquisition occurs at the levels of locating, examining, and applying resources.
Each of these dimensions provides students with practical experience necessary
for success in forensics, academic settings, and the professional world. Additionally, these skills work in conjunction with one another to develop a student’s
research abilities and information literacy.
Why Research Skill Acquisition Matters
Forensics is inherently an educational activity which seeks to provide students with more than just opportunities for competition. However as Paine
(2010) explains, “in a time of shrinking budgets and increasingly insistent calls
for accountability, we must develop clear connections between what we do as a
community and what we therefore have the right to say our students learn” (p.
8). The preceding discussion of research skill acquisition proves that forensics
does in fact facilitate student learning of key research skills. Yet, as Paine does
with his exploration of learning objectives in the event of Rhetorical Criticism,
the process of locating, examining, and applying resources must also be connected to larger educational goals; this is achieved via an examination of research skill acquisition through the lens of Bloom’s Taxonomy as well as the
development of educational objectives.
Bloom’s Taxonomy
Initially, Bloom’s “Taxonomy of Educational Objectives is a framework for
classifying statements of what we expect or intend students to learn as a result of
instruction” (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 212). Divided into six categories (knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation), the taxonomy
represents a cumulative hierarchy that students move through as they achieve
mastery at each level – beginning with knowledge and culminating in evalua-
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tion. Research skill acquisition, as outlined above, accesses each level of
Bloom’s taxonomy, thus facilitating growth in the cognitive, affective, and behavioral learning domains.
The first skill of locating resources taps into the first two levels of the Taxonomy. The act of locating encourages students to move through level one,
knowledge, by increasing their understanding of a topic in terms of specifics and
generalizations, and level two, comprehension, by teaching students how to
translate, interpret, and extrapolate information.
The skill of examining progresses students to the fourth and sixth levels of
the taxonomy. The process of examining accesses level four, analysis, by teaching students to explore characteristics of their research, such as appropriateness
and clarity, and level six, evaluation, by pushing students to critically engage
their research and the research of others based on external standards of acceptability.
Finally, the act of applying accesses the remaining levels of application and
synthesis. Characterized by applying knowledge to current situations and the
production of unique communication, a set of operations, or the creation of abstract relations, the levels of application and synthesis require students to implement what they have learned (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 213). Students access
these levels of learning simultaneously as they integrate their raw research into a
finalized product, such as a prepared speech or debate case.
Formulating Educational Objectives
Understanding how research skill acquisition facilitates student learning at
all levels is only a partial step towards heeding the call established earlier to
articulate the connection between forensics and the educational expectations of
the institutions which house these programs. As Kelly (2010) furthers, “programs throughout the United States will be challenged by their institutions to
demonstrate their functional effectiveness in teaching and learning in order to
justify their funding and resource streams” (p. 131). Accordingly, it is necessary
to establish educational objectives “describing the characteristics and specific
skills that the [we intend] students to develop” (Scannell & Tracy, 1975, p. 28)
through research in forensics.
Educational objectives are conceived of in relation to three domains of
learning: cognitive, psychomotor or behavioral, and affective. The cognitive
domain “relates to the capacity to think or one’s mental skills” (Reeves, 2006, p.
295). The affective domain is constituted by a student’s ability to internalize
information, values, and beliefs (Reeves, 2006, p. 295). Finally, the psychomotor domain “is concerned with the mastery of physical skills” (Reeves, 2006, p.
295). The following table provides a sample of educational outcomes for each
skill set: locating, examining, and applying; these outcomes are not intended to
be comprehensive, however they do demonstrate the range of outcomes that
forensic educators can expect their students to develop through participation in
forensics.
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Learning Objectives Derived from Research Skill Acquisition in Forensics
Cognitive Domain

Recognize one’s
research abilities
and limitations.

Realize the necessity to
keep information organized.

Locate information
quickly and accurately.

Adhere to standards of
acceptability when
selecting sources.

Modify research
habits based on the
event.

Recognize the characteristics of appropriate
source material.

Display competence
in analyzing source
material.

Question the potential
biases of source materials.

Detect when more
information about a
source is needed.

Assess the value of
selected resources.

Justify the appropriateness of selected
sources.

Make claims pertaining to the quality
of source material.

Summarize information
from gathered materials.

Display a commitment
to ethical research practices.

Duplicate information obtained
during research.

Compose a speech utilizing research materials.

Demonstrate awareness
of plagiarism.

Create an original
work with the aid of
resources.

Select resources from
multiple information
outlets.
Compile information
for the preparation of an
event.

Examining

Behavioral Domain

Understand the importance of needing
source material.

Identify resources
needed.
Locating

Affective Domain

Distinguish between
sources based on clarity, appropriateness, and
timeliness.
Critique resources
based on author and or
source qualifications.

Applying

Support your argument
with appropriate resources.

Appreciate the role
information plays within performances.

Alter the use of
information based
on feedback

The educational objectives above give educators, administrators, and students concrete outcomes to achieve through their involvement, and in doing so,
ground forensics as a site of higher-level learning. Thus, by exploring the three
dimensions of research across the three domains of learning, a template for instruction and learning research skills in forensics now exists.
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Discussion and Conclusion
The articulation of specific research skills student’s gain through competing
in forensics, and their correlation to desired educational outcomes contributes to
our understanding of forensics as a useful activity it two primary ways. First,
articulating the specific research dimensions students gain through their participation in forensics enables students to provide a concrete explanation of the
benefit of forensics when pursuing opportunities outside of forensics; with the
vernacular created by this paper students now have a concrete way of explaining
the research skills they learned while in forensics.
Second, although previous scholarship has asserted that research skills are
gained via participation in forensics, this paper is the first to explain what those
skills are and how they connect to broader academic aims. As such, this study
serves as a model for future scholarship which can and should break down,
largely taken for granted, benefits of forensics participation (i.e. critical thinking
skills and decreased communication apprehension) into specific dimensions that
correlate to the domains of learning. Future research should also conduct empirical studies with these educational objectives, and others like it (see Paine,
2010), to measure the effectiveness of forensics programs in meeting their established learning outcomes.
Research of this kind is critical in the tense educational climate surrounding
many forensics programs around the nation. As Kelly (2010) suggests, “Higher
education is being reshaped by standardized assessment practices, and collegiate
forensics must reshape practice accordingly” (p. 131). Now, more than ever,
researchers must take on the task of articulating how forensics enables students
to access multiple dimensions across all three domains of learning to avoid losing support and resources to programs which can, and do, articulate their place
of value in an educational setting.
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Help? Not if You Don’t Know What to Look for
Applying Social Cognitive Theory
to Program Evaluation in Competitive Forensics
Audra R. Diers
Abstract
Jessica Furgerson offered an important call to action by arguing Bloom’s
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives should be applied as a way to evaluate
research skill acquisition in forensics participation. I have used her analysis as a
way to show that more than just understanding what we do (and should do) in
forensics, we should use theory to guide team goal-setting and program evaluation. In addition, I have argued forensics program administrators should establish theory-based program evaluation using Bandura’s social cognitive theory to
demonstrate the value forensics offers to the overall university education mission.
Keywords: Forensics, theory, Bloom’s Taxonomy, Social Cognitive Theory,
program evaluation
Introduction
Though the digital age has largely erased the need for dragging 50 pounds
of books to the all-night Kinko’s or spending hundreds of dollars in newspaper
and magazine subscriptions, the centrality of research remains a core component
in intercollegiate forensics competition. The irony of the scholarship linking
research skill acquisition and forensics is that the community has not yet built a
sufficient body of work to explain either the programmatic or the educational
outcomes associated with forensics participation. In her analysis, Furgerson
(2012) rightly identifies the dearth of academic work demonstrating the connection between research skill acquisition and the goals of competitive forensics on
a larger scale. Furgerson’s analysis does an admirable job of demonstrating how
forensics administrators can do a better job of positioning their program’s educational outcomes by applying Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives;
however, I believe we must go further to build a research agenda that more actively investigates the education-related outcomes associated with participation
in forensics. It is by conducting this kind of outcomes assessment that program
administrators may more effectively demonstrate that not only do they build
their programs with pedagogically strong objectives but also that they can deliver positive results for these outcomes. This kind of assessment is aligned with
Salmon’s (1989) argument that campaigns and programs claiming to make
changes for the public good should be critically assessed to make sure they are
meeting their goals. While not a common approach in evaluating forensics programs, it is a common approach in other arenas of education interventions
(Bandura, 2006).
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In building onto Furgerson’s (2012) argument, I will interrogate two of the
core assumptions she makes in her piece: (1) research and research skill acquisition matters; and (2) Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives is a useful
conceptual end for positioning forensics as a valuable activity. In so doing, I will
argue that by applying Bandura’s (2006) social cognitive theory (SCT), we can
build a more effective call for program evaluation in forensics applicable to both
evaluating the educational outcomes of research skill acquisition as well as other
forensics-related educational outcomes.
Research Skill Acquisition Matters
Most of us who have gone through high school and/or intercollegiate forensics programs take for granted that research skills are important. We assume that
because we can likely find someone supporting about any position imaginable,
the most innovative literature, or link and impact scenarios connecting American
environmental policy to global thermonuclear war that any of that matters in the
real world. For those remaining in academia, our prior experience with research,
mentoring, and high levels of research-oriented confidence probably positively
influences our research skills as early career academics and is likely predictive
of our long-term career prospects (Hemmings, 2012). However, for the majority
of the population this assumption of positive outcomes for research and information literacy may not be so obvious. In fact, because the overwhelming majority of undergraduates admit their discomfort with library research and subsequent information illiteracy (Kunkel, Weaver, & Cook, 1996), they likely do not
view research as an essential job or life skill (Murtonen, Olkinoura, Tynjala, &
Lehtinen, 2008). For those of us in academia, this point is probably painfully
obvious as we work with our undergraduates across the curriculum, as this is
often a topic of complaint in our departments, curriculum planning, and with our
administration. Yet, if we cannot demonstrate the direct and causal connections
between participation in intercollegiate forensics, research skill acquisition, and
the outcomes of developing research skills then it does not matter if we are
speaking to an audience predisposed to value research skills qua research skills
because we have not provided an enduring ‘return on the investment’ of forensics participation.
Furgerson (2012) rightly identifies the paucity of research with regard to the
link between forensics and research skills. This is likely attributable to two factors: little scholarship in forensics and a dearth of research on research skills
outcomes. First, in the last two decades while there has been some social science
research on forensics, much of it focuses on the development of particular
events and very little relates to situating intercollegiate forensics into an academic setting. In fact, in a special edition of the National Forensics Journal in
1990, there were many calls for scholarly research in forensics identifying the
need for forensics pedagogy (Dean, 1990) and pleas for research that benefitted
both the forensics and academic communities (Kay, 1990). However, there was
also a cynical acknowledgement that many forensics coaches view research as a
function of job security instead of a legitimate intellectual endeavor (Aden,
1990) and Porter (1990) noted, “We will continue to be overlooked … until we
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recognize and begin conducting scholarly research in our discipline” (p. 95) also
noting a decrease in tenure track positions in coaching and emerging campus
irrelevance of the activity. In the two decades since, there has been little work to
revolutionize the nature of academic research in forensics. Even when efforts to
critically examine forensics emerge, they often argue for the importance of pedagogically-grounded practice (Kelly & Richardson, 2010), but often offer soft
goals devoid of theoretical grounding and are not translatable outside of the forensics community. In short, while research skills are essential to the practice of
forensics for competitors, the coaching and administration has failed to build an
active research agenda centered on work that benefits both the forensics and
academic community.
Second, there is a dearth of research on the value of research skills themselves – either inside or outside of forensics. The value of research, ranging
from traditional academic research to library-based information literacy research, is often assumed but seldom investigated directly to identify viable outcomes for students. Instead, we more typically focus on course and program
design linking research skills to critical thinking, students’ ability to ask important questions, reflexivity, and creativity (Walkington et al., 2011) assuming
that because these elements are built into course design, we necessarily can expect to find them in our outcomes assessments. Yet, in the few studies that have
emerged in recent years, research skills are strongly related to both direct research skill and life skill outcomes. For example undergraduates participating in
research, as a part of their curriculum, report a more critical appreciation of research (Howitt, Wilson, Wilson, & Roberts, 2010) as well as improved scientific
and quantitative reasoning (Henderson, Nunez-Rodriguez, & Casari, 2011).
However, more importantly, improved research skills have also been linked to
improvement in life skills including time management, academic literacy, improved sense of global citizenship, and improved communication skills (e.g.,
Henderson, et al., 2011; Howitt, et al., 2010). These findings, coupled with those
focusing on career advancement among early career academics (Hemmings,
2012) as well as those identifying that research exposure improves student understanding of research as an essential job skill (Murtonen et al., 2008) suggest
developing strong appreciation for research affords students a vital set of research and life skills.
There is clearly more work to do in understanding the antecedents and outcomes of research skills in both routine academic and forensics contexts. Kay
(1990) argued forensics coaches and administrators have the opportunity to conduct research that matters to both the activity as well as the academic community and there may be no greater contribution that forensics research could make
than better understanding the value of research skills acquisition on overall student development. Academic work from forensics scholars that demonstrate
tangible research skills antecedents and outcomes also affords programs the real
opportunity to show a return on the all-too-often hidden ‘return on investment’
that would help program administrators build a more credible case for the
maintenance and growth of financial support for forensics programs. In debate,
we all too often talk about ‘bodies on the flow’ as a way to denote the im-
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portance of quantitatively demonstrating the impact of a plan or position on the
topic; we must also do this with regard to our programs.
Building a Theoretically Grounded Research Agenda
Instead of using current practice in forensics to ground pedagogical goals,
as we see with the “Pedagogical Prerogative Perspective” (e.g., Kelly & Richardson, 2010) that are not conceptually well-grounded, it is important that forensics researchers base their work in theoretically grounded pedagogical, persuasion, and/or organizational research. We must ensure that when we use concepts
like efficacy and discuss learning outcomes, we invoke appropriate theoretical
grounding. For this reason, I believe Furgerson’s (2012) recommendation to
base intercollegiate forensics programmatic goals in Bloom’s Taxonomy is an
important first step. This affords forensics programs the opportunity to build
more realistic measurable objectives that translate both into competitive and
annual goals; in fact, this helps forensics programs to view themselves as a campaign. A campaigns perspective is useful because they are purposive – specifying particular outcomes, have defined time limits, and can be implemented at
multiple levels (e.g., individual and organizational) simultaneously (Rogers &
Storey, 1987). These qualities help forensics administrators translate the work
they do into the ongoing mission of their colleges and universities.
Yet, this is not the only necessary step; once the goals are established they
must be measured and better understood. For example, it is important to understand not only the extent to which a program has been effective in meeting its
goals but also why it has been effective so that successful elements can be replicated and the program can be improved in the future. It is for this reason that
outcomes research grounded by appropriate behavioral and communication theories is needed in order for forensics program administrators to demonstrate
clear outcomes for their programs.
The Case for Social Cognitive Theory in Forensics Program Evaluation
While there are many learning, behavioral change, and communication theories that could effectively apply to forensics program evaluation, the most applicable and useful may be Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory (SCT).
Developed as a learning theory, SCT acknowledges the complex nature of behaviors and learning by identifying the reciprocal interactions between the environment, the individual, and behaviors (Bandura, 1986 ; Ratten & Ratten, 2007).
There are four major elements of the theory applicable to forensics program
evaluation. Initially, Bandura (1986) argues that much of our learning occurs
through observation – specifically that we model desirable behaviors that we
see. Our models can be actual people or symbolic models (e.g., a book). There
are four direct ways to assess whether observational learning has taken place
(Gibson, 2004). First, the learner must pay attention to important components of
the behavior(s). Our attention is often influenced by our basic abilities to comprehend, past reinforcements, and desirable attributes of modeled activities or
the models themselves. Second, the learner must be able to remember the modeled behavior. Third, the learner must be able to produce the desired behavior –
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that is they have to be able to translate observable learning into performance.
Finally, learners must be motivated to learn – people are more likely to adopt
modeled behaviors if they believe they will result in positive outcomes. Observational learning has clear applicability in forensics contexts. The coaching and
competition process focuses on observational learning – students modeling
(hopefully) what their coaches discuss, learning about the events themselves,
gaining experience at tournaments, and until they are competitive actively comparing themselves to those competitors doing well in their events. An advantage
of using observational learning as a measure of a program’s success is that it is a
way to concretely demonstrate skill acquisition. In the context of research skill
acquisition, in particular, observational learning should be a key predictor of
students’ ability to translate forensics competition into appreciation of research
skills and development of relevant life skills (Henderson, et al., 2011; Howitt,
2010; Murtonen, et al., 2008). Further, coaching should also prove to be a strong
predictor of the process of developing research skills as previous research found
that mentoring was positively related to self-efficacy, perceptions of research
aptitude, and long-term expectations of research’s applicability to career development (Little, Kearney, & Britner, 2010).
The second element of social cognitive theory applicable to forensics program evaluation is reciprocal determinism. This is the hallmark of the theory
based on the aforementioned bi-directional interactions between behaviors, the
environment, and personal factors (Bandura, 1986; Ratten & Ratten, 2007). Reciprocal determinism represents the argument that behavior is determined by the
individual through cognitive processes and by the environment through social
stimulus (Bandura, 1986). Yet, reciprocal determinism also suggests that previous behaviors also influence our social experiences and cognitive processes.
Reciprocal determinism is useful in evaluating forensics programs because it
begins to separate team member abilities, the team environment, as well as competitive practices. In evaluating the outcome of research skills acquisition in
forensics programs, reciprocal determinism can apply Bloom’s Taxonomy, as
Furgerson describes, and then identify the causal relationships between the cognitive and affective domains (as personal processes) with the behavioral domains (as behavioral processes). The advantage to using SCT is that the program
evaluator can then add in environmental factors (e.g., availability of resources,
coaching, tournament travel, etc.) to explain the relative level of success they
have had in fostering research skills.
The third element of SCT is self-regulation behavior. Bandura (1986) argues that as a result of direct or vicarious (i.e., watching others) experience,
people learn standards of high quality performance of behaviors. Those standards become the basis for self-evaluation as well as anticipated personal performance or our projections on how well we expect to perform the behavior
(Bandura, 1986; Gibson, 2004; Wood & Bandura, 1989). Very simply, selfregulation is based on our ability to evaluate the relative quality of performance
and compare ourselves against those benchmarks to know whether we are performing well. It also involves our ability to evaluate our relative level of task
competence and success – that is our self-efficacy (Bandura, 1982, 1997). Cer-
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tainly, this is applicable to all areas of forensics competition; however, with direct consideration for research skills, these self-regulation evaluations seem to
be positively affected by simple training, experience, and mentoring (Fitzpatrick
& Muelemans, 2011; Little, et al., 2010).
The final element of SCT applicable to forensics program evaluation is selfefficacy. Self-efficacy is an own judgment as to how effective a person can be in
a given situation – that is, an individual’s prediction as to their level of competency for a given task (Bandura, 1982, 1997; Gibson, 2004; Wood & Bandura,
1989). Unlike notions of self-esteem, self-efficacy is specific to given tasks,
behaviors, or task groupings. For example, because I am confident in my ability
to understand communication theory, I am not necessarily confident in my ability to understand physics because the two are not similar enough. Conceptually,
self-efficacy has been tested in varied contexts ranging from health behaviors
like nutrition (Boyle & LaRose, 2008) to organizational management (Wood &
Bandura, 1989) to technology skills acquisition (Ratten & Ratten, 2007) and
across many theories including SCT, the theory of reasoned action (Aizen,
2005), or the extended parallel process model (Witte, 1992) to name a few. Over
the last few decades, researchers have found that self-efficacy is influenced by
personal accomplishments and failures, observations of models performing similar tasks, verbal persuasion, and intensity of emotional reaction or arousal (Gibson, 2004). Conceptually, self-efficacy is a valuable yet understudied predictor
of competitive success as higher levels of efficacy are positively related to behavioral change. As I have alluded to previously, efficacy and research skills are
strongly linked with findings indicating that self-efficacy is a central factor in
predicting research skill acquisition among early career academics (Hemmings,
2012), for students learning research skills (Fitzpatrick, 2011; Little, 2010);
therefore, we should expect that self-efficacy would be a significant predictor of
research skills in competitive forensics. Understanding how coaches and teams
can create stronger levels of self-efficacy for research skills would offer a strong
indicator of team success. Yet, these are the types of concepts that have not yet
been studied in the context of intercollegiate speech and debate.
Getting Started
Most directors, graduate coaches, and/or administrators reading this call for
research would likely say something along the lines of, “That would all be nice,
but…”. There are harsh realities for program administrators in forensics – they
are typically understaffed; seldom have terminal degrees; and have to be coaches, mentors, secretaries, executive assistants, financial managers, event coordinators, publicists, instructors, advisers, recruiters, and good departmental citizens. In the best circumstances, the Director of Forensics (DOF) has either an
assistant coach and/or graduate students. In optimal circumstances, there is support staff (beyond the work study) for helping with paperwork and administrative duties. However, even in these circumstances realistically coaches are challenged to conduct research – even if they like research and want to conduct it.
That said it is essential for program administrators to prioritize data collection
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and analysis whether it is on their own or inviting interested researchers in their
own departments to help them evaluate the programs.
So, where should the research process begin? It must begin with setting
measurable objectives. Furgerson (2012) has offered Bloom’s Taxonomy for
setting research skills acquisition objectives. Her advocacy, however, offers a
model for developing educational objectives – that is, identify an existing educational, communication, or psychosocial taxonomy applicable to core skill sets in
forensics and apply them to goal-setting for the team. From there, I have offered
a model for how to use valid and reliable theory to evaluate program objectives
by discussing the SCT. As a theory, SCT is useful because it is a learningcentered theory and well-suited to forensics team environments. This is where
program administrators must plan their goals and assessment procedures before
the competitive or academic years begin. These must be set a priori and cannot
be done in a post hoc manner because there is no way to show positive changes.
Also, notice that competitive goals (e.g., particular rankings) are not included –
while those are always important team objectives, it is more important to show
department and university administrators more than pretty shiny baubles because the trophies do not translate into money nor clearly into educational talking points for colleges and universities.
Next, devising the measurement is important. In many cases, I would recommend a pretest, post-test design. Now, I am not necessarily talking about
high-level statistics and experimental design, I am talking about potentially simple qualitative or quantitative evaluations that can be done at the beginning of
the year and then again repeated at the end of the year. For example, in the context of research skill development, a DOF could create a timed research challenge that students completed within the first couple of weeks of the year and
then again at the end of the year. By critically evaluating the changes in student
performance, the DOF has data to support his or her claims about team skill acquisition and set future goals. Yet, it is also important to build in ways to account for those changes – identifying the personal and team factors that accounted for the changes in skills development is critical. For example, a coach wanting to measure self-efficacy could use Bandura’s (2006) guidance for constructive self-efficacy scales to identify if students’ confidence in their ability to conduct research had changed over the course of the year. In addition, DOF’s could
use observational data about the culture of research and peer pressure to interrogate the environmental influences on behaviors. Of course, the methodological
complexity and ability to reliably predict the effectiveness of the program would
depend on the research design; however, any theoretically driven and wellexecuted design is going to produce useful program evaluation information for
program directors.
In the end, Furgerson (2012) offered an important starting point for reevaluating our approach to research skill acquisition and in fact, program design
in forensics. In a world of scarce resources where forensics programs must show
a value for the money spent, it is incumbent on program administrators to not
only improve their programs but also be able to show the connection between
what we all know to be the value of forensics in tangible ways. Ours are not the
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first calls for more effectively integrating theory, research, and planning into
forensics programs but hopefully we have demonstrated both the value-added in
so doing.
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